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A feel for the time.

Junghans Meister MEGA Kleine Sekunde:
Classic elegance precise to the second.
A unit of time is the same the world over. Hours, minutes and seconds are a fixed constant,
however, give the impression of passing extremely quickly or slowly depending on the respective
situation. Time will seem to just disappear in your most enjoyable moments, but can also drag
on for an eternity in other scenarios.
The marvel of that brief, but mesmerising evening dusk for a limited period of time as the sun
goes down, and before the darkness of nightfall, is captured in the Meister MEGA Kleine Sekunde.
The deep blue dial with the most classic feature of the watch design, the small second, reflects
this special ambience. At the heart of the watch, the Junghans radio-controlled movement simulates the cycle of day and night. The traditional, elegant design of the Meister MEGA Kleine

Sekunde blends seamlessly with state-of-the-art technology; lending the time – whether sensed
or actual – a face of particular beauty and precision.

Variants
A stylish presentation is also guaranteed for the model
with matt silver-plated dial and dark brown horse leather
strap. The variant with metal bracelet, sapphire crystal
and a water resistance of 5 bar is intended for those more
inclined to sporty activities. As well as providing references for reception, the ring-rimmed sub dial also instrumental in highlighting the striking small second feature.

State-of-the-art radio control technology
The Meister MEGA Kleine Sekunde is second to none when it comes to reliability. It features the
state-of-the-art J101.66 radio-controlled movement from Schramberg which checks the hand position 1,440 times every day. The minute hand begins to move immediately, almost magically,
before the minute is due to strike, thus displaying the completed minute with absolute precision
to the second. Rotation of the date wheel is also triggered just prior to changeover from one day
to the next, allowing the new day to begin with the correct date in the very first second. The
small second feature is instrumental in the harmonization of classic watch design and state-ofthe-art technology: With half-second increments of the second hand providing an additional indication of the watch’s sheer precision, the fluid movement of the hands also accentuates the
elegant design. Comfort of the MEGA technology proves a tremendous advantage when travelling: The desired time zone can be set by turning the crown in the classic manner, whereupon
the wearer can lean back and relax as the hands position themselves automatically. Precise time
transfer is also guaranteed to the second when setting using the Junghans MEGA App. In time
zones with radio reception, the Meister MEGA Kleine Sekunde exhibits the customary comfort of
a radio-controlled watch – the precise time is synchronised on a daily basis. State-of-the-art
technology ensures that the wearer can rely on the Meister MEGA at all times anywhere in the
world.
The Meister MEGA Kleine Sekunde combines Junghans precision and elegance in one timepiece
– after all, there is nothing more valuable than your own time.

Meister MEGA Kleine Sekunde
Features

058/4902.00

058/4901.00

Movement:

Multi-frequency J101.66 radio-controlled movement

Functions:

-

Hands position control via ITC (Intelligent Time Correction)
Exact time display in half-second moves via SHM (Smart Hand Motion)

-

The Advanced Moving Function (AMF) enables the display of the actual
time without deviation
Smart time setting via the Junghans MEGA App
Automatic search of time signal transmitter across 5 frequencies with
the patented Junghans autoscan
Time zone setting precise to the second
Date display with perpetual calendar (also in quartz mode)

Case:

Stainless steel, Ø 38.4 mm, height 9.2 mm, 5-times screwed stainless steel
back with metallised mineral crystal, printed with a world map and reception instructions. Convex hard plexiglass with coating for enhanced scratch
resistance

Dial:

Matt silver-plated or midnight blue with sunray brush

Hands:

Hands with environmentally-friendly Superluminova luminous substance

Strap:

Calf leather or horse leather strap with buckle

Water-resistance: Up to 3 bar
Special feature:

Change to sapphire crystal is possible

Meister MEGA Kleine Sekunde
Features

058/4900.46

Movement:

Multi-frequency J101.66 radio-controlled movement

Functions:

-

Hands position control via ITC (Intelligent Time Correction)
Exact time display in half-second moves via SHM (Smart Hand Motion)

-

The Advanced Moving Function (AMF) enables the display of the actual
time without deviation
Smart time setting via the Junghans MEGA App
Automatic search of time signal transmitter across 5 frequencies with
the patented Junghans autoscan
Time zone setting precise to the second
Date display with perpetual calendar (also in quartz mode)

Case:

Stainless steel Ø 38.4 mm, height 9.6 mm, 5-times screwed stainless steel
back with tinted mineral crystal, convex sapphire crystal with anti-reflection
coating on both sides

Dial:

Matt silver-plated dial
With reception indicators fashioned on the outer ring of the auxiliary dial.

Hands:

Hands with environmentally-friendly Superluminova luminous substance

Strap:

Stainless steel bracelet with folding clasp

Water-resistance: Up to 5 bar

